VARIABLE LABELS
  ID "SUBJECT ID CODE"
  HBTC1  "WHAT GRADE IS CHILD IN"
  HBTC2  "# DIFF CLASSES OF T THAT CHILD IS IN"
  HBTC3A1 "ENGLISH OR LANG ARTS WITH T"
  HBTC3A2 "# STUDENTS (ENGLISH OR LANG ARTS)"
  HBTC3B1 "SOCIAL STUDIES WITH T"
  HBTC3B2 "# STUDENTS (SOCIAL STUDIES)"
  HBTC3C1 "MATH WITH T"
  HBTC3C2 "# STUDENTS (MATH)"
  HBTC3D1 "SCIENCE WITH T"
  HBTC3D2 "# STUDENTS (SCIENCE)"
  HBTC3E1 "FOREIGN LANG WITH T"
  HBTC3E2 "# STUDENTS (FOREIGN LANG)"
  HBTC3F1 "ART OR MUSIC WITH T"
  HBTC3F2 "# STUDENTS (ART OR MUSIC)"
  HBTC3G1 "PHYSICAL EDUCATION WITH T"
  HBTC3G2 "# STUDENTS (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)"
  HBTC3H1 "OTHER CLASS #1 WITH T"
  HBTC3H1A "SPECIFY OTHER CLASS #1"
  HBTC3H2 "# STUDENTS (OTHER CLASS #1)"
  HBTC3I1 "OTHER CLASS #2 WITH T"
  HBTC3I1A "SPECIFY OTHER CLASS #2 WITH T"
  HBTC3I2 "# STUDENTS (OTHER CLASS #2)"
  HBTH4  "HEALTH: GENERAL PHYSICAL HEALTH"
  HBTH5  "HEALTH: HOW MUCH WORRY ABOUT HEALTH"
  HBTH6  "HEALTH: HOW MUCH DIFF/PAIN/DISTRESS FROM HEALTH"
  HBTH7  "HEALTH: EXTENT HEALTH LIMITS CHILD"
  HBTH8  "HEALTH: HOW OFTEN MISS SCHOOL BC ILL"
  HBTH9A "HEALTH: HEARING PROBLEMS, EVER"
  HBTH9B "HEALTH: VISION PROBLEMS, EVER"
  HBTH9C "HEALTH: LEARNING DISORDER, EVER"
  HBTH9D "HEALTH: SPEECH DISORDER, EVER"
  HBTH10 "HEALTH: ANY EMOT/BEHAV PROBS, PAST 6 MOS"
  HBTH11 "HEALTH: MORE E/B PROBS THAN OTHERS, PAST 6 MOS"
  HBTH12 "HEALTH: NEEDS PROF HELP FOR EMOT/BEHAV PROBS"
  HBTP13A "PEER REL: HAS LOTS OF FRIENDS AT SCHOOL"
  HBTP13B "PEER REL: OFTEN LEFT OUT BY OTHER KIDS"
  HBTP13C "PEER REL: OTHER KIDS REFUSE TO LET DO THINGS"
  HBTP13D "PEER REL: NOT CHOSEN BY PEERS"
  HBTP13E "PEER REL: PICKED ON BY OTHER KIDS"
  HBTP13F "PEER REL: ACTIVELY DISLIKED, REJECTED BY KIDS"
  HBTP13G "PEER REL: LIKED BY OTHER KIDS, SOUGHT OUT"
  HBTP13H "PEER REL: AVOIDED BY OTHER KIDS"
  HBTP13I "PEER REL: TEASED/RIDICULED BY OTHER KIDS"
  HBTP13J "PEER REL: NOT MUCH LIKED BY OTHER KIDS"
  HBTP13K "PEER REL: PUSHED/SHOVED AROUND BY KIDS"
HBTP13L  "PEER REL: HIT/BEAT UP BY OTHER KIDS"
HBTP13M  "PEER REL: VERBALLY OR PHYSICALLY THREATENED"
HBTP13N  "REL VIC: TALKED ABOUT BEHIND BACK"
HBTP13O  "REL VIC: TOLD WON'T BE FRIEND ANYMORE"
HBTP13P  "REL VIC: HAS RUMORS SPREAD ABOUT HIM/HER"
HBTP13Q  "REL VIC: LEFT OUT INTENTIONALLY"
HBTP13R  "REL VIC: GIVEN SILENT TREATMENT"
HBTP13S  "REL VIC: OTHERS TELL FRIENDS NOT TO HANG OUT"
HBTS14A  "SCH ENG: MAKES UP REASONS TO GO HOME FR SCH"
HBTS14B  "SCH ENG: DISLIKES SCHOOL"
HBTS14C  "SCH ENG: INTERESTED IN CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES"
HBTS14D  "SCH ENG: HAS FUN AT SCHOOL"
HBTS14E  "SCH ENG: CHEERFUL AT SCHOOL"
HBTS14F  "SCH ENG: APPROACHES NEW W ENTHUSIASM"
HBTS14G  "SCH ENG: LIKES BEING IN SCHOOL"
HBTS14H  "SCH ENG: SEEMS BORED IN SCHOOL"
HBTS15  "ACAD COMP: SCHOOL PERFORMANCE, PAST 6 MOS"
HBTS16A  "ACAD COMP: ENGLISH OR LANGUAGE ARTS"
HBTS16B  "ACAD COMP: SOCIAL STUDIES"
HBTS16C  "ACAD COMP: MATH"
HBTS16D  "ACAD COMP: SCIENCE"
HBTS16E  "ACAD COMP: OVERALL SCHOOL PERFORMANCE"
HBTB17A  "PROSOCIAL: IF QUARREL, TRY TO CALM"
HBTB17B  "PROSOCIAL: OFFERS TO SHARE MATERIALS"
HBTB17C  "PROSOCIAL: INVITES BYSTANDERS TO JOIN"
HBTB17D  "PROSOCIAL: HELPS SOMEONE HURT OR SICK"
HBTB17E  "PROSOCIAL: CONSIDERATE OF OTHERS' FEELINGS"
HBTB17F  "PROSOCIAL: SPONTANEOUSLY HELPS PICK UP"
HBTB17G  "PROSOCIAL: SHOWS SYMPATHY RE: MISTAKE"
HBTB17H  "PROSOCIAL: OFFERS TO HELP PEERS W DIFFICULTY"
HBTB17I  "PROSOCIAL: COMFORTS PEER WHO IS UPSET/DOWN"
HBTB17J  "PROSOCIAL: SMILE/RAISE IF ONE DOES WELL"
HBT1    "HBQ: FIDGETS"
HBT2    "HBQ: WORRIES ABOUT THINGS IN THE FUTURE"
HBT3    "HBQ: HAS TEMPER TANTRUMS OR HOT TEMPER"
HBT4    "HBQ: WHEN MAD AT PEER, EXCLUDES PEER"
HBT5    "HBQ: STEALS"
HBT6    "HBQ: CANNOT STAY SEATED WHEN REQUIRED"
HBT7    "HBQ: WORRIES ABOUT PAST BEHAVIOR"
HBT8    "HBQ: IS A SOLITARY KID"
HBT9    "HBQ: ARGUES A LOT WITH ADULTS"
HBT10   "HBQ: FORGETFUL IN DAILY ACTIVITIES"
HBT11   "HBQ: NERVOUS/SHY ASKING PEERS TO DO THINGS"
HBT12   "HBQ: LIES OR CHEATS"
HBT13   "HBQ: DOES NOT HAVE FUN IN ANYTHING"
HBT14   "HBQ: VERBALLY/PHYSICALLY THREATENS KIDS"
HBT15   "HBQ: IMPULSIVE OR ACTS W/O THINKING"
HBT16   "HBQ: TRIES TO GET OTHERS TO DISLIKE PEER"
HBT17   "HBQ: DISTRACTIBLE"
HBT18   "HBQ: FEELS LIKE CRYING MOST DAYS"
HBT19   "HBQ: TAUNTS & TEASES OTHER KIDS"
HBT20   "HBQ: GETS QUIET AROUND KIDS DOESN'T KNOW"
"HBQ: WORRIES ABOUT DOING BETTER"
"HBQ: DEFIANT, TALKS BACK TO ADULTS"
"HBQ: WILL SHOVE/HIT SOMEONE MEAN"
"HBQ: VANDALIZES"
"HBQ: INDECISIVE, UNABLE TO MAKE UP MIND"
"HBQ: PREFERS TO DO THINGS ALONE"
"HBQ: DIFFICULTY AWAITING TURN"
"HBQ: SETS FIRES"
"HBQ: COMPLAINS OF STOMACH/HEADACHES"
"HBQ: TELLS OTHERS NOT TO DO W PEER"
"HBQ: DOES THINGS TO ANNOY OTHERS"
"HBQ: CRUEL TO ANIMALS"
"HBQ: LIKES TO BE ALONE"
"HBQ: THINKS FUN TO TEASE/PICK ON KIDS"
"HBQ: INTERRUPTS, BLURTS OUT ANSWERS"
"HBQ: SELF-CONSCIOUS, EASILY EMBARRASSED"
"HBQ: BLAMES OTHERS FOR OWN MISTAKES"
"HBQ: PHYSICALLY ATTACKS PEOPLE"
"HBQ: SHY WITH OTHER KIDS"
"HBQ: DIFFICULTY FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS"
"HBQ: TELLS PEER WON'T DO W OR BE FRIEND UNLESS ..."
"HBQ: NEEDS TO BE TOLD OVER & OVER THINGS OK"
"HBQ: PLAYS MEAN TRICKS ON OTHER KIDS"
"HBQ: EASILY ANNOYED BY OTHERS"
"HBQ: NERVOUS/UNCOMF DO IN FRONT OF OTHERS"
"HBQ: THREATENS PEOPLE"
"HBQ: BOTHERED BY THINGS A LOT"
"HBQ: SHY WITH UNFAMILIAR ADULTS"
"HBQ: CANNOT CONCENTRATE OR PAY ATTN FOR LONG"
"HBQ: FEELS LIKE NOT AS GOOD AS OTHER KIDS"
"HBQ: NERVOUS, HIGH-STRUNG, TENSE"
"HBQ: THINKS NOTHING WILL EVER WORK OUT"
"HBQ: ANGRY AND RESENTFUL"
"HBQ: AVOIDS PEERS"
"HBQ: DOES NOT THINK ANYBODY LOVES HIM/HER"
"HBQ: NERVOUS/UNCOMF W GROUP OF KIDS"
"HBQ: PUSH/TRIP PEER IF DOESN'T LIKE THEM"
"HBQ: DESTROYS OWN THINGS"
"HBQ: FEELS WORTHLESS OR INFERIOR"
"HBQ: JUMPS FROM ONE ACTIVITY TO ANOTHER"
"HBQ: GETS BACK AT PEOPLE"
"HBQ: W GROUP, NERVOUS MIGHT EMBARRASS SELF"
"HBQ: UNHAPPY, SAD, OR DEPRESSED"
"HBQ: FAILS TO FINISH, DOESN'T FOLLOW THROUGH"
"HBQ: DESTROYS OTHERS' BELONGINGS"
"HBQ: UNDERACTIVE, SLOW-MOVING, LACKS ENERGY"
"HBQ: THREATENS TO KEEP PEER OUT IF DOESN'T DO"
"HBQ: DIFFICULTY DOING THINGS QUIETLY"
"HBQ: SWEARS OR USES OBSCENE LANGUAGE"
"HBQ: KEEPS PEERS AT A DISTANCE"
"HBQ: TRIES GET OUT OF DOING IN FRONT OF OTHERS"
"HBQ: LOST INTEREST IN THINGS USUALLY ENJOYS"
HBQ: TALKS EXCESSIVELY
HBQ: HITS OR BEATS UP OTHER KIDS
HBQ: GETS TIRED OR FATIGUED EASILY
HBQ: NERVOUS/UNCOMF AROUND PEOPLE DK
HBQ: CRIES A LOT
HBQ: CRUEL, BULLIES, MEAN TO OTHERS
HBQ: TELLS PEER WON'T BE INVITED UNLESS ...
HBQ: SEEMS LONELY
HBQ: INTERRUPTS OR BUTTS IN ON OTHERS
HBQ: AFRAID MAKE FOOL OF SELF IN FRONT
HBQ: GETS IN MANY FIGHTS
HBQ: MIND SEEMS TO GO BLANK
HBQ: COMPLAINS OF NOT FEELING WELL
HBQ: WITHDRAWS FROM PEER ACTIVITIES
HBQ: USES WEAPON WHEN FIGHTING
HBQ: DOES NOT SMILE OR LAUGH MUCH
HBQ: DOES NOT SEEM TO LISTEN
HBQ: LOSES THINGS
HBQ: DOES DANGEROUS THINGS W/O THINKING" 
HBQ: FEELS TOO GUILTY
HBQ: CRANKY
HBQ: TRUANCY, SKIPS SCHOOL
HBQ: BROKE INTO SOMEONE'S HOUSE/BLDG/CAR
HBQ: OVERTIRED
HBQ: HAS RUN AWAY FROM HOME
HBQ: HARD TO STOP WORRYING
HBQ: SPREADS RUMORS ABOUT PEERS DOESN'T LIKE'
HBQ: FAILS PAY ATTN; CARELESS MISTAKES
HBQ: TRIES GET OUT OF DOING W GROUPS'
HBQ: TROUBLE GETTING ALONG W TEACHER(S)
HBQ: IRRITABLE/FIGHTING W FRIENDS
HBQ: WITHDRAWN/ISOLATED SELF
HBQ: DOING LESS WITH OTHERS
HBQ: HAS MISSED SCHOOL
HBQ: GRADES HAVE GONE DOWN
HBQ: LIFE HAS BECOME LESS ENJOYABLE
"SERVICES: RESOURCE ROOM ETC., CURRENT/PAST YR"
"SERVICES: SPEECH/LANG THERAPY, CURRENT/PAST YR"
"SERVICES: PHYS/OCCUP THERAPY, CURRENT/PAST YR"
"SERVICES: MEDICATIONS, CURRENT/PAST YR"
"SERVICES: MEDICATIONS, SPECIFY"
"SERVICES: EMOT/BEHAV THERAPY, CURRENT/PAST YR"
"SERVICES: ANOTHER SERVICE, CURRENT/PAST YR"
"SERVICES: ANOTHER SERVICE, SPECIFY"
"HBQ-T DATE: MONTH"
"HBQ-T DATE: DAY"
"HBQ-T DATE: YEAR"
"ANYTHING ELSE YOU'D LIKE TO TELL US".

VALUE LABELS
HBTC1 HBTC2
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING"/

HBTS15
1 "POOR"
2 "BELOW AVG"
3 "AVERAGE"
4 "GOOD"
5 "EXCELLENT"
8 "DON'T KNOW/NA"
9 "MISSING"/

HBTS16A TO HBTS16E
1 "POOR"
2 "NEEDS IMPROVEMENT"
3 "SATISFACTORY"
4 "VERY GOOD"
5 "EXCELLENT"
8 "DON'T KNOW/NA"
9 "MISSING"/

HBTB17A TO HBTB17J
0 "RARELY APPLIES"
1 "APPLIES SOMEWHAT"
2 "CERTAINLY APPLIES"
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING"/

HBT1 TO HBT101
0 "NEVER/NOT TRUE"
1 "SOMETIMES/SOMEWHAT"
2 "OFTEN/VERY TRUE"
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING"/

HBT102A TO HBT102G
0 "NONE"
1 "A LITTLE"
2 "A LOT"
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING"/

HBT104MO
1 "JANUARY"
2 "FEBRUARY"
3 "MARCH"
4 "APRIL"
5 "MAY"
6 "JUNE"
7 "JULY"
8 "AUGUST"
9 "SEPTEMBER"
10 "OCTOBER"
11 "NOVEMBER"
12 "DECEMBER"
99 "MISSING"/

HBT104DA HBT104YR
99 "MISSING".
MISSING VALUES
HBTC1 HBTC2
HBTC3A2 HBTC3B2 HBTC3C2 HBTC3D2 HBTC3E2
HBTC3F2 HBTC3G2 HBTC3H2 HBTC3I2 (88,99)/
HBTC3A1 HBTC3B1 HBTC3C1 HBTC3D1 HBTC3E1
HBTC3F1 HBTC3G1 HBTC3H1 HBTC3I1 (8,9)/
HBT4 TO HBT103F (8,9)/
HBT104MO HBT104DA HBT104YR (88,99).

COMMENT *********** REVERSE CODING ******************************.

COMMENT ******* PEER RELATIONSHIPS, PAGES 4-5 **************.

RECODE
HBTP13B HBTP13C HBTP13D HBTP13F
HBTP13H HBTP13J
(1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1) (8=8) (9=9)
INTO
HBTP13Br HBTP13Cr HBTP13Dr HBTP13Fr
HBTP13Hr HBTP13Jr.

VARIABLE LABELS
HBTP13Br "PEER REL (REV): OFTEN LEFT OUT BY OTHER KIDS"
HBTP13Cr "PEER REL (REV): OTHER KIDS REFUSE TO LET DO THINGS"
HBTP13Dr "PEER REL (REV): NOT CHOSEN BY PEERS"
HBTP13Fr "PEER REL (REV): ACTIVELY DISLIKED, REJECTED BY KIDS"
HBTP13Hr "PEER REL (REV): AVOIDED BY OTHER KIDS"
HBTP13Jr "PEER REL (REV): NOT MUCH LIKED BY OTHER KIDS".

VALUE LABELS
HBTP13Br TO HBTP13Jr
1 "VERY MUCH LIKE"
2 "SOMEWHAT LIKE"
3 "VERY LITTLE LIKE"
4 "NOT AT ALL LIKE"
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING".

MISSING VALUES
HBTP13Br TO HBTP13Jr (8,9).

FORMATS
HBTP13Br TO HBTP13Jr (F2).

COMMENT ****** SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT, PAGE 6 ******.

RECODE
HBTS14A HBTS14B HBTS14H
(0=2) (1=1) (2=0) (8=8) (9=9)
INTO HBTS14Ar HBTS14Br HBTS14Hr.

VARIABLE LABELS
HBTS14Ar "SCH ENG (REV): MAKES UP REASONS TO GO HOME"
HBTS14Br "SCH ENG (REV): DISLIKES SCHOOL"
HBTS14Hr "SCH ENG (REV): SEEMS BORED IN SCHOOL".

VALUE LABELS
HBTS14Ar HBTS14Br HBTS14Hr
 0 "CERTAINLY APPLIES"
 1 "SOMETIMES APPLIES"
 2 "DOESN'T APPLY"
 8 "DON'T KNOW"
 9 "MISSING".

MISSING VALUES
HBTS14Ar HBTS14Br HBTS14Hr (8,9).

FORMATS
HBTS14Ar HBTS14Br HBTS14Hr (F2).

COMMENT **************** COMPUTED SCALES *********************.

* SCORING ALLOWS UP TO 25% ITEMS MISSING PER SUBSCALE.

COMMENT ******* GLOBAL PHYSICAL HEALTH, PAGE 2 *******.
COMPUTE   HBT@GPH=MEAN.4 (HBTH4, HBTH5, HBTH6, HBTH7, HBTH8).
EXECUTE.
* GLOBAL PHYSICAL HEALTH, MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

COMMENT ******* PROSOCIAL BEHAVIORS, PAGE 8 *******.
COMPUTE   HBT@PS= MEAN.8 (HBTB17A, HBTB17B, HBTB17C, HBTB17D, HBTB17E, HBTB17F, HBTB17G, HBTB17H, HBTB17I, HBTB17J).
EXECUTE.
* PROSOCIAL: 10-ITEM VERSION, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMMENT ******* PEER RELATIONS, PAGES 4-5 *******.
COMPUTE   HBT@AR=MEAN.6 (HBTP13A, HBTP13Br, HBTP13Cr, 
            HBTP13Dr, HBTP13Fr, HBTS13G, HBTP13Hr, HBTP13Jr).
EXECUTE.
* PEER ACCEPTANCE/REJECTION, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBT@BU=MEAN.4 (HBTP13E, HBTP13I, HBTP13K, 
            HBTP13L, HBTP13M).
EXECUTE.
* BULLIED (5 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBT@BUr=5-HBT@BU.
EXECUTE.
* BULLIED (REVERSED; 5 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING
* COMPUTED FOR USE IN COMPOSITE SCORE BELOW.

COMPUTE   HBT@PR=MEAN.2 (HBT@AR, HBT@BUr).
EXECUTE.
* GLOBAL PEER RELATIONS (AR|BUr), MEAN OF 2 SUBSCALES.

COMPUTE   HBT@RV=MEAN.5 (HBTP13N, HBTP13O, HBTP13P, 
            HBTP13Q, HBTP13R, HBTP13S).
EXECUTE.
* RELATIONAL VICTIMIZATION, MEAN ALLOW 1 ITEM MISSING.

COMMENT ******* ACADEMIC FUNCTIONING, PAGES 6-7 *******.
COMPUTE   HBT@SE=MEAN.6 (HBTS14Ar, HBTS14Br, HBTS14C, 
EXECUTE.
* SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBT@AC=MEAN.5 (HBTS15, HBTS16A, HBTS16B, 
            HBTS16C, HBTS16D, HBTS16E).
EXECUTE.
* ACADEMIC COMPETENCE (6 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBT@@SE=(2*HBT@SE) + 1.
EXECUTE.
* CONVERT SCH ENGAGE FROM 0-TO-2 TO 1-TO-5 SCALE.

COMPUTE   HBT@AF=MEAN.2 (HBT@@SE, HBT@AC).
EXECUTE.
* ACADEMIC FUNCTIONING (@SE|AC), MEAN OF 2 SUBSCALES.

COMMENT ***** NON-SYMPTOMATOLOGY PEER SCALES, PAGES 9-16 *****.

COMPUTE HBT@AS=MEAN.5 (HBT8, HBT26, HBT33, HBT54,
                          HBT70, HBT86).
EXECUTE.
* ASOCIAL, MEAN ALLOW 1 ITEM MISSING.

COMPUTE HBT@SI=MEAN.4 (HBT11, HBT20, HBT39, HBT48,
                        HBT76).
EXECUTE.
* SOCIAL INHIBITION (5 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

COMPUTE HBT@SW=MEAN.2 (HBT@SI, HBT@AS).
EXECUTE.
* SOCIAL WITHDRAWAL (AS|SI), MEAN OF 2 SUBSCALES.

COMMENT ******** MENTAL HEALTH SYMPTOMATOLOGY, PAGES 9-16 ********.

COMPUTE HBT@DEP=MEAN.13 (HBT13, HBT18, HBT25,
                           HBT47, HBT50, HBT52, HBT55, HBT59, HBT63, HBT66,
                           HBT72, HBT77, HBT80, HBT88, HBT92, HBT93, HBT96).
EXECUTE.
* DEPRESSION (17 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 4 MISSING.

COMPUTE HBT@OAD=MEAN.9 (HBT2, HBT7, HBT21, HBT29,
                         HBT36, HBT42, HBT51, HBT75, HBT84, HBT85, HBT98).
EXECUTE.
* OVERANXIOUS (11 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE HBT@SOAX=MEAN.9 (HBT11, HBT20, HBT39,
                           HBT45, HBT48, HBT56, HBT62, HBT71, HBT76,
                           HBT82, HBT101).
EXECUTE.
* SOCIAL ANXIETY, MEAN ALLOW 2 ITEMS MISSING
* NOTE: THIS SCALE INCLUDES SOCIAL INHIB ITEMS;
* DO *not* USE HBT@SI OR HBT@SW WITH HBT@SOAX!!!.

COMPUTE HBT@ODD=MEAN.7 (HBT3, HBT9, HBT22, HBT31,
                        HBT37, HBT44, HBT53, HBT61, HBT69).
EXECUTE.
* OPPOSITIONAL-DEFIANT, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.
COMPUTE   HBT@CDD=MEAN.11 (HBT5, HBT12, HBT24, HBT28, 
          HBT32, HBT38, HBT46, HBT58, HBT65, HBT78, HBT87, 
          HBT94, HBT95, HBT97).
EXECUTE.
* CONDUCT PROBS (14 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 3 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBT@OAG=MEAN.6 (HBT14, HBT19, HBT23, 
          HBT34, HBT43, HBT57, HBT74, HBT83).
EXECUTE.
* OVERT AGGR (8 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBT@RA=MEAN.6 (HBT4, HBT16, HBT30, HBT41, 
          HBT67, HBT79, HBT99).
EXECUTE.
* RELATIONAL AGGR (7 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBT@ATT=MEAN.7 (HBT10, HBT17, HBT40, HBT49, 
          HBT60, HBT64, HBT89, HBT90, HBT100).
EXECUTE.
* INATTENTION (9 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBT@IMP=MEAN.7 (HBT1, HBT6, HBT15, HBT27, 
          HBT35, HBT68, HBT73, HBT81, HBT91).
EXECUTE.
* IMPULSIVITY, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBT@IN=MEAN.2 (HBT@DEP, HBT@OAD).
EXECUTE.
* INTERNALIZING (DEP|OAD), MEAN OF 2 SUBSCALES.

COMPUTE   HBT@EX=MEAN.4 (HBT@ODD, HBT@CDD, HBT@OAG, 
          HBT@RA).
EXECUTE.
* EXTERNALIZING (ODD|CD|OAG|RA), MEAN OF 4 SUBSCALES.

COMPUTE   HBT@AD=MEAN.2 (HBT@ATT, HBT@IMP).
EXECUTE.
* ADHD (ATT|IMP), MEAN OF 2 SUBSCALES.

COMPUTE   HBT@EA=MEAN.6 (HBT@ODD, HBT@CDD, HBT@OAG, 
          HBT@RA, HBT@ATT, HBT@IMP).
EXECUTE.
* EXT/ADHD (ODD|CD|OAG|RA|ATT|IMP), MEAN OF 6 SUBSCALES.

COMMENT ******* FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT, PAGE 17 *******.

COMPUTE   HBT@FIC=MEAN.6 (HBT102A, HBT102B, HBT102C,
                      HBT102D, HBT102E, HBT102F, HBT102G).
EXECUTE.
* FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT-CHILD: MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

COMMENT **************** END OF COMPUTED SCALES ******************.

VARIABLE LABELS
HBT@GPH  "HBQ-T GLOBAL PHYS HEALTH: MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBT@PS   "HBQ-T PROSOCIAL (10 ITEMS): MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBT@AR   "HBQ-T PEER ACCEPT/REJECT: MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBT@BU   "HBQ-T BULLIED (5 ITEMS): MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBT@BUr  "HBQ-T BULLIED-REV (5 ITEMS): MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBT@PR   "HBQ-T GLOBAL PEER RELATIONS (AR|BUr)"
HBT@RV   "HBQ-T RELATIONAL VICTIMIZATION: MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBT@SE   "HBQ-T SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT: MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBT@AC   "HBQ-T ACADEMIC COMP (6 ITEMS): MEAN, 4 MISS"
HBT@AF   "HBQ-T ACADEMIC FUNCTIONING (@SE|AC)"
HBT@AS   "HBQ-T ASOCIAL: MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBT@SI   "HBQ-T SOCIAL INHIB (5 ITEMS): MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBT@SW   "HBQ-T SOCIAL WITHDRAWAL (AS|SI)"
HBT@DEP  "HBQ-T DEPRESSION (17 ITEMS): MEAN, 4 MISS"
HBT@OAD  "HBQ-T OVERANXIOUS (11 ITEMS): MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBT@SOAX "HBQ-T SOCIAL ANXIETY *INCLUDES SOC INHIB*"
HBT@ODD  "HBQ-T OPPOSITIONAL-DEFIANT: MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBT@CDD  "HBQ-T CONDUCT PROBS (14 ITEMS): MEAN, 3 MISS"
HBT@OAG  "HBQ-T OVERT AGGR (8 ITEMS): MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBT@RA   "HBQ-T REL AGGR (7 ITEMS): MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBT@ATT  "HBQ-T INATTENTION (9 ITEMS): MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBT@IMP  "HBQ-T IMPULSIVITY: MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBT@IN   "HBQ-T INTERNALIZING (DEP|OAD)"
HBT@EX   "HBQ-T EXTERNALIZING (ODD|CD|OAG|RA)"
HBT@AD   "HBQ-T ADHD (ATT|IMP)"
HBT@EA   "HBQ-T EXT/ADHD (ODD|CD|OAG|RA|ATT|IMP)"
HBT@FIC  "HBQ-T FUNCT IMPAIRMENT-CHILD: MEAN, 1 MISS".

FORMATS
HBT@GPH TO HBT@FIC (F5.2).